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and pipe-stem in position), being more compact in this form, more easily cleaned from clinker, and more economical in fuel than the square ones. They are 12 inches in diameter and "21 inches deep. The five fire-bars, li inches square and 18 inches long, are set in a cast-iron box, I), J2 inches by 2 inches, which passes through the brickwork in front of the furnace, the other ends of the fire-bars resting on an iron bar set in the brickuork at the back of the furnace. The bars are f> inches above the floor. The draught is obtained through a grating in the floor, \\liich covers a portion of the ashpit, over which there slides a cast-iron plate, M, .[. inch thick, for regulating the admission of air, and pivotted in one corner. The flue, L, is 6 inches square, and communicates with a series of five condensing chambers,
8  feet by 8 feet by 5 feet, running the length of the furnaces (-12 feet), all communicating and leading to the stack, so feet high, common to refining and melting furnaces,  which  are  twenty-one  in  all.     There are three furnace covers, two of them 2<) inches bv l>.l inches, the third a little smaller, aixi all are bound with iron.   The middle one is perforated by a I-inch hole, through which the chlorine  delivery   pipe  passes,     (Jlenboi.u  arched  firebricks,   B,
9  inches by 4J inches, and tapering from 2;<J inches to "2 inches, are used for lining the furnaces, and are set with touching joints in an iron cylinder, A, 21.! inches in diameter, and at least ,} to •{ of an inch thick, which is supported by a cast-iron plate, (-, j{ of an inch thick, and 22 inches in diameter, with a 12-inch hole in the centre.   This plate is supported bv the brickwork which forms the foundation.    The ashpit is a cast-iron Hanged box, easily cleaned in case of an accident.    Hound the iron cylinder, concrete. N, is rammed, the front iron plate of (ho furnace being shifted 2 or .'J inches in, until   this is set and then moved out, thus providing an air spare. K, which keeps the plates cooler.   The furnace top is a plate of ra.-f iron and, in order to facilitate repairs, should be in t\vo pieces for each furnace, halved into one another, the hole being slightIv bossed at the edtfe so that the fire:-tiles may run ca>ily on them.    One piece has a hole II inches in diameter over which the suing ventilating hood, F, is placed by which the pot is covered when renio\cd from the fire.   This hood communicates by a pa'-siue through the brirkssork with the Hue.    The cylindrical furnace is calculated to la t for three years, the square ones lasting only  eighteen  months and  laKinn  three hours to re-line, while the cylindrical ones take one hour.    On  the other hand, the curved bricks are more expensive, than Hat ones.
Tlw ('Yucihlcs, f/r.The guard pot placed for >al'efy under the \\hif«» pot and afterwards used for remelf ing the refined uoM. i- u plumbago erurible 8;J inches high, (> inches inside diumefer, J of an inch thick at the top, and | of an inch at the bottom, which is Hat. inside and stands on u cylindrical firebrick 5 inches in diameter and 2,1 inches deep. The day pots, fitting loosely into the guards, are JH.\ indies high, "> inches in diameter, and j{ of an inch, thick at the top, tapering from 1 indi at tire bottom. Thcv are covered by a closely fitting lid, dished at the top to catch any globule* spirted out by too rapid a current of gas, and perforated bv two holes | of an inch in diameter. A new pattern of lid has been introduced which has a notch in the edge for the pipe-stem to pass through, the advantage of this being the easy removal of the lid without withdrawing the pipe.Mfwti, as is necessary with the old lids.
The pipe-stem is 2i inches long, tapering from J-indi thick at the-top to J-inch at the end inserted into the gold, and is wedge-,shaped to facilitate the escape of the chlorine when resting on the bottom of

